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About Blue
Blue Stiley is a human connection expert, professional keynote speaker, 
author and entrepreneur. At the age of 12, he got his first business license 
and began his entrepreneurial journey, where he successfully used 
chocolate milk and the sale of sports cards to pay for his entire college 
education. He discovered his gift for mentoring, coaching, and speaking to 
various audiences at the age of 13 while teaching youth martial arts 
classes. Drawing on three decades of experience as a presenter, 
entrepreneur, martial arts instructor, and professional actor and model, he 
now serves as a human connection keynote speaker, helping individuals, 
leaders and organizations build trust and meaningful relationships. His 
practical insights, workshops and presentations have helped coach and 
empower thousands of students, Olympic athletes, celebrities, fashion 
models, executives, and entrepreneurs. Blue lives with his family in LIberty 
Lake, Washington.

Booking Information

www.bluestiley.com

Speaking Topics
Unstoppable Mindset: "Be the Shark"
Successful people take chances, face their fears, are persistent, embrace 
change, adapt, learn to leverage challenges and setbacks to their advantage. 
They let nothing limit or stop them on their journey. Learn to shift your 
mindset and discover empowering techniques to develop the necessary 
tools to becoming unstoppable both personally and professionally.

The 3 C's: Connections, Community, and Collaborations
Every person we meet, every conversation we have, become opportunities 
that can shape and change our lives. Successfully connecting and 
surrounding yourself around great mentors, leaders, and people who have 
been where you want to be is the catalyst to catapulting your success to 
new heights. Learn to develop, build and leverage these connections to 
create new business, gain trust and reach your full potential.

Ready...Set...Goal: The makeup of an extraordinary goal setter: 
Successful people have a clear and vivid image for what they expect to 
accomplish. At a young age, Blue learned to set clear goals to achieve life 
long dreams such as becoming a successful entrepreneur and international 
actor, model and the “Next Bowflex Guy.” In this authentic, inspiring and 
entertaining story of vision, persistence and passion, Blue will outline how 
it’s possible for anyone, from any background, to think and dream bigger 
than ever before to achieve extraordinary success. 

Custom keynote tailored to your organization: 
Any of Blue’s presentations can be tailored to your audience or event style. 
Blue will work with you directly prior to your event to create or customize 
content to meet your objectives. Keynotes from 30 to 90 minutes, more 
Q&A, and everything in between. 

SOME PAST CLIENTS

206-409-5373

Testimonials

"Blue was the perfect speaker to address our group about the importance 
of mentorship and how to become who you actually want to be."
- Erin Dodson – President, University of Oregon’s Women in Business

"He managed to connect, engage, inspire and motivate each person in that
room! He was generous with his time and allowed each team member a
chance to approach him after the presentation. This exceeded my
expectations!"
- Charles (Bill) Berryhill - Branch Sales Manager, Bankers Life




